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Oblates Celebrate 150 years in Northeast U.S.
The 150th Anniversary
of the Oblate presence in
Lowell was celebrated on
Sunday, October 14, with
Eucharist at St. Joseph the
Worker Shrine in Lowell. It
seems strange to imagine that
the Oblates began ministering in Lowell only seven years
after the death of the
Founder!
The Oblates in Lowell
emphasize that this celebration is not a focus on the
ones who laid the groundwork for the Oblate foundations in the Merrimack Valley but, rather,
a celebration of the countless numbers
of Oblate Brothers and priests from
many different cultures and countries
who “Left nothing undared for the Kingdom of God” in coming to the “Spindle
City.”

The theme of
the 150th anniversary is
“Leave
nothing
undared for the Kingdom of God.” Oblates
André-Marie Garin
and Lucien Lagier
arrived in Lowell from
Montreal on April 18,
1868.
The next day
the two Oblates began Frs. T. Pham, A. Flores, T. O’Connell, J. Orsino, J. Brobst
a parish mission in the
basement of St. Patrick Church for nadians, Fathers Garin and Lagier
1,200 French Canadians who had preached to the working people in the
emigrated from Canada and were busy French as found in Quebec.
In 1883 the First American
keeping the thousands of bobbins turning in the textile mills. They flocked to Province in the U.S. was established
the mission to hear sermons and con- with Fr. James McGrath, OMI., Pasfess their sins in French and hear the tor of the Immaculate Conception Parfamiliar French hymns as they had in ish, as the first Provincial. (cf; article p.5)
Quebec. As the English language was
Continued on p.2
a barrier to many of these French-Ca-

O

n Saturday November
17, 2018, the Most
Reverend Michael D.
Pfeifer, OMI, Bishop Emeritus of
the Diocese of San Angelo, TX,
ordained four Oblates, Cosmas
Kithinji Kubai, Eleazar ManuelLopez, Robby Banda, and Vincent
F. Adaikalasamy to the Diaconate
at the Oblates’ San Juan de Los
Lagos Parish and Shrine in San
Antonio, TX.

Left: Bros. Adaikalasamy, Banda,

Bishop Pfeifer, Bros. ManuelLopez and Cosmas Kubai.
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African Province Trade
School
A request has been
made to the U.S. Province
from the Province of
Cameroun/Tchad/Nigeria
to help them build a trade
school for young men and
women to help reject the
recruitment to the radical
Muslim sect Boko Haram.
The school would offer
young people the opportunity to learn a trade so they
would not be tempted with
money, guns and drugs to join this sect.
The Oblates believe this school
will allow greater dialog between the Islamic and Christian faiths and break
down some of the current existing barriers and misunderstandings for these
young people of these two faiths.
The Novitiate
At the Fall Province meetings, I
gave a brief update on the current state
of the Province, including possibly some
planning for major repair at the Levis
House in Godfrey. The plan would involve tearing down part of the house and
rebuilding a new kitchen, dining room,
common area, bedroom for eight novices and possibly a new chapel and library/computer room. A final decision
about the plan will be discussed at the
December Council meeting.
There are currently 19 novices
in the intercommunity formation program
in the St. Louis area, representing ten
religious communities. This program
helps provide a well-rounded experience
for our Oblate novices.
Oblate Vocation Congress
The Oblate Vocation Congress
will take place January 22-25, 2019, in
San Antonio, bringing the year of Vocation Celebration to an end. The Congress will be a celebration of each of the
vocations of Oblate members of the
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CROCUS: Back: Frs. Pawel Ratajczak, James Brobst, Ken Thorson; Front:
Fr. Alfred Grzempa, Br. Raymond Carriere, Frs. Louis Studer, Ken Forster,
Luc Tardif, Warren Brown, Ms. Danielle Brisson, secretary.
Mazenodian Family. Members of each
of the eight groups of the Mazenodian
Family will be present for this event.
Speakers include Frank
Santucci, OMI, Ron Rolheiser, OMI, Dr.
Tom Bushlack and several members of
the Mazenodian Family who will give witness to their calling from the Spirit to
share in the charism of St. Eugene.
Interchapter Meeting in Poland
Preparations are beginning already for the Interchapter Meeting which
will take place in Obra, Poland, the site
of the Oblate Scholasticate, July 1-13,
2019. Each unit of the congregation has
submitted a report on their current status, detailing personnel and mission commitments and has been given the opportunity to suggest possible themes for the
Chapter to be held in Rome in 2022.
New Ministry in Belleville
The Belleville diocese has invited
the Province to help with ministry to the
growing number of Hispanics moving
into Southern Illinois. No priests in the
Belleville diocese are fluent in Spanish.
Mary O’Herron: Honorary Oblate
Mary O’Herron was honored as
an Honorary Oblate of Mary Immaculate at Eucharist at the Oblate Chapel at

the Shrine of the Immaculate Conception on December 14.
Mary worked with the Oblates
30 years, first as administrative assistant for the Oblate Conference in the
1980s and then in the Justice, Peace
and Integrity of Creation office in
Washington, DC.
Her dedicated service, love of
the Oblate charism and passion for
peace and justice issues make her an
ideal candidate for this great honor.
Oblate Personnel
The Provincial Council devoted part of December 13-December 14 to continue developing a ministerial plan for the U.S. Province.
Mission and Ministry Planning in
the U.S. Province
Art Flores presented the results
of an actuarial study of province personnel. The report was quite encouraging in reminding us that 48 Oblates
have taken perpetual vows in the U.S.
Province in the past 20 years (19982018); only 6 of these 48 have left the
Congregation. He further presented
what personnel numbers will look like
Continued on page 3

From the Provincial
Continued from page 2
with one, two, or three perpetual professions per year over the next 20-year
period (2018-2038). The upshot seems
to be that Oblates will continue to be a
significant presence, though smaller, for
many years to come in the U.S. The
statistics Art presented did not include
Oblates coming to the U.S. to minister
from other provinces.
Jim Brobst presented an update
on mission and ministry planning in the
province. Jim continues to visit various
ministry sites in the Province and invites
the Oblates to share about their ministry and discuss what constitutes their
ministry as specifically Oblate. Using the
six ministerial priorities of the 2016
General Chapter, Jim invites Oblates to
rank their ministry according to these
priorities. The Provincial Council, at its
2017 December meeting, also engaged
in this process, ranking the “external
ministries” according to these six priorities. It will continue this planning at
its December 2018 meeting.
Jim will present a more detailed
plan of U.S. Province “ministry future”
at Convocation 2020. Oblates will be

given an opportunity to give input and
ask questions at this time.
Much of the Fall Province meetings included presentations by Greg
Cholewa, OMI, Coordinator of Oblate
Elder Care, Bryan Silva, OMI, Director of Special Services for the Province, and by Frank Santucci, OMI,
Professor at Oblate School of Theology, speaking about the Mazenodian
Family, the upcoming Congress celebrating Vocations and Convocation
2020 (April 13-17, 2020).
CROCUS
Provincials and Vicar Provincials
from the four provinces of the CanadaUS region and the General Councilor,
Warren Brown, OMI, met at Queen of
Apostles Retreat Center in Mississauga,
Ont. Canada, November 5-10, 2018.
Topics of discussion were: a program to help form Oblate leaders in the
region, greater collaboration among the
provinces in our ministries with youth
and young adults, greater exchange of
personnel in the region for first formation, and more “buy in” from the Canadian provinces in first formation programming and staffing in the U.S. Province.

Since 1970, the Missionary Oblates of Mary Immaculate have invited one and all
to make the Way of Lights focusing on the birth of Christ, the one true light of the
world a part of their family tradition. November 16, 2018 – January 1, 2019.

Leadership of the region continued to consider what current and/or new
ministries we can collaborate on together, with Oblates from all four provinces, especially among the poor and
abandoned.
Each of the four provinces has
developed a five to ten year plan of
which of their ministries are priorities and
a list of the Oblates able to serve in these
ministries. These plans will help us prepare our report for the inter-chapter
meeting in Obra, Poland, in July, 2019.
Mazenodian Family Update
Fr. Frank reminded us that the
Holy Spirit is the Founder of the
Mazenodian Family, that it is the Spirit
of God who places an enthusiasm for
the charism of St. Eugene de Mazenod
in the hearts of many non-vowed people
who desire to live out that charism in
their lives, with us vowed religious. Despite what some may think, Frank
Santucci is not the Founder of the
Mazenodian Family!
Frank also reminded us that
when Eugene was canonized in 1995,
he then belonged to the Universal
Church and so the Oblates no longer
have the “sole copyright” on the charism
of St. Eugene. Since the canonization
and with the realization that he belongs
to the entire church, the Mazenodian
Family has grown. As more and more
Christians become aware of the gift of
St. Eugene to the Church, more and
more choose to share in that charism
and become members of the
Mazenodian Family.
Frank and David Munoz, OMI
are planning to put together a directory
outlining the roles and responsibilities of
each group in the Mazenodian Family
and will formally present the directory
to the province at Convocation 2020.
Bryan Silva, OMI, reminded us
of some important ingredients of healthy
Continued on page 4
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From the Provincial

we live. If it is not “home” for us, we
need to look at why it isn’t and try to
Continued from page 3
living: exercise each day but not too change whatever is preventing us from
strenuous, good eating habits, relation- feeling “at home” where we live.
Our souls need a “home”. Our
ships that sustain us, ministry that engages us and brings vitality, a prayer life secular society often dismisses the imthat energizes us and a faith that fosters portance of the soul. The word isn’t even
our love of God and strengthens our often used anymore. The soul can be
defined as “the spiritual principle of hurelationships with Jesus Christ.
Greg Cholewa, OMI, spoke to manity.” Being homesick helps us unus about our Oblate life together in com- derstand how important it is to be in a
munity. Does our life in community with place where we feel at home, and our
other Oblates drain us or sustain us or soul is renewed and engergized. It could
even nourish us? Is it a place we can be in a room, a favorite place -even
truly call “home, where we are com- somewhere outside.
“Home is where the heart (the
fortable and secure not only physically
soul)
is”
– physically, yes, but more imbut also emotionally and spiritually?
Although he directed some of his portantly emotionally and spiritually.
Oblate School of Theology
presentation to our senior Oblates and
The Board of Directors of Obthe importance of their senior years in a
community they can call “home,” it re- late School of Theology recommended
ally is a question for all Oblates to feel to the Provincial Council that Fr.
“at home” in the community in which Sylvester David, OMI, be named Presi-

dent of the School for a period of five
years. See story on page 13.
New Philosophy of Province
Finances
Jim Chambers gave an update
on province finances. The Province has
recently sold some properties which
have helped the bottom line.
The Province continues to benefit from fundraising efforts in San Antonio and Belleville and from Wills and
Bequests from donors who know about
the Oblates and our missionary work
through our extensive mail campaign.
Some of our properties we
need to sell; others can benefit our revenue stream such as St. Mary’s parish
in downtown San Antonio. located at
the beginning of the popular Riverwalk.
A hotel will be built there with the rectory occupying the lower floor of the
hotel. The province will profit from
some of the hotel revenue.

Oblates give response to
Tijuana migrant crisis

T

Fr. Jesse Esqueda, OMI, with some of the children at the
Oblates’ Youth Retreat Center.
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by Fr. Jesse Esqueda, OMI

here has been a lot of talk and news
coverage about the migrant caravan staying
in Tijuana. It has been a very political issue,
but regardless of one’s views about this issue there
are thousands of people (children, women and men)
who are in desperate need of food, water, clothing
and shelter. They are staying outdoors in tents and
wait in very long lines to get a little food.
We are giving shelter to a group of children,
women and young adults at our Youth Retreat
Center. Whenever it starts raining in Tijuana, the
next few days become extremely difficult for all of
them.
I ask that you pray for the safety of
everyone, especially the children! “For I was
hungry, and you gave Me something to eat; I
was thirsty, and you gave Me something to drink;
I was a stranger, and you invited Me in”
(Matthew 25:35)”

Oblates celebrate 150 years in Lowell
by Frs. Gene Tremblay and Lou Studer

S

ome 200 faithful along with a Shrine and its works hosted some 100
dozen local Oblates joined the people at a reception in the Shrine’s
province leadership, Frs. Louis Conference Hall following the Mass.
Studer, Arthur Flores and James
A souvenir Program which
Brobst, at the Shrine of St. Joseph the captured the trajectory of Oblate minWorker on Oct. 14 for a noonday istries in the local area over these 150
years was distributed to all. A
videographer recorded most of the liturgical celebration. It should soon be
available on various Shrine and OMI
platforms.

Moody Street. Later
it is moved to
Nuestra Senora del
Carmen Church.
The legacy
of faith begun by
the first Oblates in
1868 continues
today through the
missionary endeavors of Oblate Brothers, priests and Associates at St. Joseph the Worker/André Garin Mission
Center, through St. Eugene Residence,
St. William Parish in Tewksbury and Immaculate Heart of Mary Residence in
Tewksbury.
A professionally rendered 340
page historical text: “St. Jean Baptiste
Parish and the Franco-Americans of
Lowell, Massachusetts” chronicling
the larger context of Oblate ministry
from the start of the industrial revolution in this “Mill City” to the present day,
as well as a recent DVD celebrating this
history, are available in the Shrine’s Gift
Shop/Bookstore.

10 minute video on OMIUSA website:
https://www.omiusa.org/index.php/2018/
10/17/lowell-celebrates-150-years-of-oblatepresence/?utm_source=ENewsletter+for+October+17%2C+

Some notable dates:
In 1956 Fr. Eugene
Noury, OMI, is named the
first Director of the new St.
Joseph the Worker Shrine in
the former parish church on
Fr. Studer addresses the congregation
Lee Street.
In 1964 Oblate Frs.
liturgy celebrating the 150th anniversary
Leo
Guilmette
and Gilberte
of the 1868 beginning of the Oblate
Dube, begin an outreach minministry in Lowell, MA.
The English-language service istry to the growing Hispanic
incorporated hymnody in French and population with headquarters at
Spanish, acknowledging the ethnic di- St. Joseph the Worker Shrine.
In 1980 Fr. Terry
versity that has characterized Oblate
O’Connell, OMI, opens the
ministry there.
The Oblate Associates and Oblate Hispanic Center in the
other generous folks committed to the former St. Joseph Convent on
JANUARY-2019 -5

At a recent Come & See
in Buffalo, NY, one of the participants
approached me and happily announced
that he was ready to begin filling out the
necessary application forms for acceptance into our pre-novitiate formation program. He said the deciding factor was
his observation of how we live in community. Of the
many examples he shared with me on our living of the
communal life, one stood out – he was impressed how
joyfully and boldly we share our charism in the midst of
the difficulties the Church is now facing.
We spend much time talking about community, and
what that means. I’m convinced that our own perceptions
are different from those who look at us. We may ponder on
the importance of regular meetings, meaningful Eucharistic
celebrations, regularity in the recitation of the Liturgy of the
Hours, deciding on how many (if any!) community days of
recollection are best suited for our particular community.
Mission through community, through mission, internal ministry, external ministry, extension of our community to our lay
collaborators, and so on.
Is it possible that an expression of our community is how we band together to face hardship and difficulties?
The Preface of our Constitutions and Rules speaks
of an “overwhelming task” that our Founder had. St. Eugene suffered greatly on seeing how God’s people were abandoned. I would think the social and political upheavals in the
aftermath of the French Revolution contributed to Eugene’s
sorrow as well. That early community he gathered together to bravely confront those difficulties serves as a
model of hope to us today. In community, they flourished
in the midst of devastation. As brothers bonded by religious vows, they faced uncertainty, and succeeded in
reaching out to God’s poor.
In today’s context, our community is facing very trying realities. Our Church is dealing with scandal and persecution and our community faces challenges in how we minister to God’s people. Yet, the observation of a young man’s
decision to join our formation program is one of a community that is joyful and bold. My suspicion is that a similar
observation would be made by those to whom we minister,
and by our brothers and sisters in the Mazenodian Family.
While conversations take place on how best we
can live community, it serves us well to look deeper.
-Fr. Art Flores, OMI
OMI-USA - 6

Please remember in prayer
our recently departed
Sr. M Claudette Martineau, MSOLA, sister of the
late Fr. Albert Martineau, OMI, died on Dec. 19, 2017 in
Winooski, VT.
Gerald Henault, 78, brother of Fr. John Henault, OMI,
died on Oct. 11, 2018, in Grafton, MA.
John McNally, 85, brother of the late Oblate Frs.
Cornelius McNally & Donald McNally died on Oct. 28,
2018 in the Chicago, IL area.
Joseph Zowada, 78, father of Fr. Stanislaw Zowada,
OMI, died on Nov. 7, 2018 in Poland.
Enriqueta Garcia, sister of Fr. Pablo Garcia, OMI, died
on Nov. 9, 2018, in Brownsville, TX.
Fr. Norman Parent, OMI, died in Burlington, MA on
Nov. 18, 2018.
Leo Jussaume, c. 90, former OMI scholastic, died on
Nov. 18 in Poway, CA.
Jane Loreley (Bragg) Meyer, 94, mother of Fr. Ron
Meyer, OMI, died on Nov. 27, in Lucas, IA.

S

aturday apostolate of prenovitiate community and
Oblate Associates in Tijuana. Just finished making 150
sandwiches to be distributed to the homeless who live
under the bridges and overpasses in Tijuana.
Below: Fr. Bill Antone, OMI, gave a 6 day retreat to the
Perpetual Adorers of the Blessed Sacrament in their monastery
in Rosarito, south of Tijuana .

New president named for OST

A

t its regularly scheduled board
meeting on October 20, the
Board of Directors of Oblate
School of Theology recommended to
the Provincial Council that Fr.
Sylvester David, OMI, be named
President of the School for a period of
five years. The Provincial Council accepted the Board’s recommendation.
Fr. David was the vicar-general
of Durban archdiocese in South Africa
and a former head of St. Joseph’s
Theological Institute in Cedara,
KwaZulu-Natal.
He will be the institution’s first

The late Fr. David Power, OMI wth Fr.
David at a retreat in South Africa

African head when his
renewable five-year term
begins next year. His
appointment followed two
years of dialogue between
the Oblates in the US and
South Africa.
Born in Durban,
South Africa in 1953 he
studied psychology at
UNISA and did a
postgraduate specialization in
Community Psychology at the Jesuits’
Creighton University in the USA. His
initial priestly studies were at SJTI. Later
he studied scripture in Rome and holds
a doctorate in Biblical Theology where
he completed his thesis on the prologue
in the Gospel of John.
An article in Spotlight.Africa
2018 notes that “ David is known for
his love of cricket, his persistence in golf
and his sense of humor, which he admits
can get him into trouble at times. Even
though he is a scripture scholar with a
special interest in the prophets, it is not

Allen hands reins to Conserva

H

aving served for 13 years, Fr. James Allen,
OMI, is leaving as Director of the Oblate
Communications Service in Rome.
Fr. Jim arrived in Rome in 2005, to assume
responsibility as Associate Director of the Oblate
Communications Service, assisting then director, Fr. Nino
Bucca, OMI.
Returning to the U.S. in
2009, he continued his
services to the General
Administration, editing and
publishing hundreds of
editions of the OMI
Information newsletter,
Communiqué
and
Documentation.
Replacing him is Fr.

uncommon to hear him reciting the lyrics
of Bob Dylan and the poems of W.B.
Yeats.”
Fr. David will work with the
current President, Fr. Ron Rolheiser,
OMI, during the Spring and Summer
Semester, 2019, and be installed as
President August 1, 2019.
Fr. Rolheiser has served as
President of Oblate School of
Theology the past thirteen years. He
will stay at OST, continue to teach and
write and be available to Fr. David as
a mentor. Fr. David Kalert, OMI,
serves as Vice President at the school.

Stephen Conserva, OMI, also
from the U.S. Province, who
partially
undertook
the
responsibilities of his predecessor
in September 2018.
Fr. Steve will also provide
his services as the Editor of
Publications while residing in the
United States. He is currently
assigned to the Shrine of St. Joseph
the Worker in Lowell, MA.
Ordained a priest in 1974, he was assigned to formation
ministry as a Professor of Theology and Novice Director for
the Oblates, as pastor in multi-cultural communities of Florida,
California and Massachusetts and as Coordinator of the Oblate
mission on the Pacific coast of the U.S., residing in Los Angeles
and Tijuana, Mexico. All of that and his studies done at the
Gregorian University in Rome and St. Paul’s University in Ottawa
make him a polyglot just like his predecessor, Fr. Jim.
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Oblate Radio Liseli holds Open House
By Fr. Felix Bwalya, OMI

Left-right: Fr. Faustino Kalebwe, OMI (Radio Liseli associate director);
the district commissioner for Senanga district; Fr. Nebby Chanda, OMI.

O

n Oct. 20, Oblate Radio Liseli
commemorated Open Day
under the theme, “Radio is
You,” one of the most important events
on its calendar which aims at increasing
support for the radio station through
meetings with the partners in
developmental programs, and to
evangelize and interact with the people.
Started in June 2005, Oblate Radio Liseli has a great responsibility of
bringing the gospel of Christ to a large
population of Catholics and nonCatholics of the Western province of
Zambia. Responding to the signs of
times, it covers pastoral issues, current
affairs, and offers programs for the
youth of the province.
The radio also reaches out to a
vast rural population, unable to attend
school or Church or access information easily. The radio encourages ecumenical dialogue as it broadcasts programs from other Churches.
In his speech, Fr. Nebby
Chanda Mutale, OMI, station direcOMI-USA - 8

tor, said “Oblate Radio Liseli has continued to give ‘a voice’ to local groups,
because it enables the empowerment of
people by giving them the means to inform and be informed within a participative communication medium. Oblate
Radio Liseli is also seen as a powerful

W

agent for social change and democratization in the province.” For the past 13
years of Oblate Radio Liseli existence,
the station strives to operate on five core
principals of journalism, which are: Truth
and Accuracy, Independence, Fairness
and Impartiality, Humanity, and Accountability.
The district commissioner of the
Senanga district of the Western province was the guest of honor to officiate
on Radio Open Day. In his speech, the
district commissioner stated, “I am confident that Oblate Radio Liseli will always be here as a channel of communication in all spheres of our lives. As a
district, we pledge to market the radio
station by listening to the progressive
programs and thus increase the listeners.” He later noted that, “Oblate Radio Liseli has helped the government to
inform the public on several programs
initiated.” The government appreciates
the role, efforts and contribution of
Oblate radio liseli. The commissioner
encouraged Oblate Radio Liseli to continue working with the government in
broadcasting and speaking on issues affecting the society.

ith blue skies, bright sun, and a temperature headed for the seventies, over
sixty Oblates and friends gathered for Mass in San Antonio’s Oblate Cemetery on November 2nd, All Souls’ Day. Participants at the Mass included
Oblates from Blessed Mario Borzaga Formation Community, Oblate Madonna
Residence, attendees from Ministry to Ministers Program, staff members from
Oblate School of Theology, and others. -Photo:Alejandro Calderon

Special liturgy in multi-cultural parish
by Fr. Scott Hill, OMI
he 33rd of Ordinary Time was not an ordinary
Sunday for the Oakland Faith Community of
Sacred Heart, a multi-cultural Faith Community.
The parish council sets aside a Sunday for the many
cultures of the parish. Many times during the year the
parish celebrates at its worship the cultures of Mexico,
American-Black History, the Philippines, etc.
Many parishioners dress in traditional
clothing, and during the Liturgy the parish is led in

T

the music of the culture and Scripture is bi-lingual, as is
the Prayer of the Faithful. At the time of the homily
members of the celebrating culture reflect on the
presence of God manifested within the culture. The Table
of the Meal is festooned in native colors.
This 33rd Sunday brought the life, energy, sound and colors of the Nigerian culture. As Pastor, Fr. Bill Mason, OMI,
reminded the Community that God manifests Divine grandness
and blesses the world and our parish with diversity, a diversity
to be honored, not feared.

Aggie Alumnus Gifts His Ring to Oblate

F

or some years now, Fr. Charles
Banks, OMI, has been
making the three-hour trip on
Mondays from San Antonio’s Oblate
Madonna Residence to St. Mary
Catholic Center on the campus of Texas
A & M University, College Station, TX.
There, he is available for spiritual
direction, confession and Mass,
returning to San Antonio on Tuesday.
“It is an honor and inspiration
to go to St. Mary’s every week,” Father
Banks said. He also praised the
dedication of the priests, Apostles of the
Interior Life Sisters, and the lay staff
who serve there.
Father Banks has often
expressed his admiration for the
students who strive to live their faith in

representing the
phases of Aggie
development:
mind or intellect;
body; spiritual
attainment;
emotional poise;
and integrity of
character.
Assured by
Texas A&M’s
Association of
Former Students
that it would be
right to wear it without offending those
who honor its tradition, Fr. Banks
gratefully accepted the gift.

a world that
constantly
challenges it,
seeing them as a
hope for the future
of the Catholic
Church.
J o e
Franklin, Class
of 76, said if any
one exemplifies
the values that
Aggies hold dear, values also
reflected in Catholicism, it is
Father Banks.
Recently, a young man for
-Photo and condensed article by Mary
whom Fr. Banks has been a treasured P. Walker in the Austin diocese’s The Catholic
spiritual counselor presented him with Spirit, reposted with permission on the
his Aggie Ring with its 5 stars November 7, 2018, OMIUSA website.
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Lowell Shrine conducts Healing Mass

O

n November 15, St. Joseph the Worker Shrine, Lowell, MA,
welcomed Fr. Richard McAlear, OMI, who has been bringing Christ’s
message of hope, healing, love and peace to thousands for four decades, to conduct a Healing Mass for some 75 people.
The evening opened with the celebration of Mass, with Fr. Jerry Orsino,
OMI, a long-serving missionary in southeast Asia presiding and Fr. McAlear
concelebrating and preaching.
The opportunity for Sacramental Reconciliation was proffered throughout the evening and Eucharistic Adoration provided the needed focus for the
Lord’s healing presence in the assembly. Each worshipper prayed with Fr.
McAlear and received an individual blessing as the service unfolded.
An early, quick-moving but
substantial snowfall (“first snow” of the
season and a Nor’easter to boot) and
a visit by celebrity Oprah Winfrey to a
local college campus (snarling traffic in
the city) aligned to limit the turnout at
the Shrine for the healing service. Nevertheless, for those who participated,
the evening was grace-filled and folks
were speaking hopefully of another such
Healing Mass sometime in the new year.

-by Jim Savarese

Shrine hosts marginalized
for Thanksgiving dinner

O

n November 18, St. Joseph Worker Shrine
hosted some 50 neighborhood folks who
would otherwise spend the holiday alone,
to a Thanksgiving dinner with all the fixins.
The effort is a cooperative one – worshippers generously made donations toward the purchase
of the basics; students in the culinary classes at neighboring Lowell High School prepared trays of fixins’
to dress the festive board; local restaurateurs donated desserts to complete the meal.
Volunteer servers came from a cross-section of Shrine congregants as well as from young
people who assisted to partially satisfy “Service Hour” Above, Fr. Terry O’Connell (standing in doorway) oversees the dinner
branches are tags recording hoped-for gifts for children of discredits required in their Catholic schools’ religious studtressed single mothers. Congregants select a tag and return the
ies programs. Shrine staff members made the remote
gifts here to the Shrine during the Advent season. The gifts are
and proximate preparations as well as in the “handsthen delivered to sponsoring support organizations for distribuon” delivery of kitchen and table service.
tion to those mothers and their children just in time for ChristThe next Shrine holiday outreach is the “Givmas.
-story, Fr. Gene Tremblay, OMI; photo, Jack Galinas
ing Tree,” situated at the Shrine entrance. On its
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Quemado Mission Church
celebrates 50 years

A

military expedition from Mexico coming to the
northwest of present Eagle Pass, TX in 1675
found that all the area was burnt. They thought
that it was caused by a volcanic eruption. Later, they
discovered that it was because of strategy for hunting
bison.
Franciscan Friars were part of the expedition,
so Mass was celebrated on the burnt ground. It was
probably the first mass on Texan soil. With time the place
was named “Quemado” (Burnt).
Over the centuries, the faith spread to the local
people and was maintained by different groups of
missionaries, including the Oblates. In 1920 a chapel
was erected for Mass and catechism. And because
Quemado was a growing town, a permanent church
was built and dedicated on September 8, 1968. The
Community was served by Fr. Michael Slattery
OMI. The Mission Church was associated with Our
Lady of Refuge Parish in Eagle Pass.

Left to Right: Deacon Mike Castillo, Bishop James A.
Tamayo, and Deacon Keith Ayers.

On September 8, 2018, the 50th Anniversary Mass was
celebrated by Bishop James Anthony Tamayo. Oblates
present were: Pastor Fr. Jim Fee, Fr. Lawrence
Mariasoosai, Fr. Stan Zowada and Fr. Peter Antonisamy.
Despite a heavy rain, many came to celebrate a great
history of the Oblates and laity working together to bring the
Good News to the Quemado area -by Fr. Stan Zowada, OMI

Wrestling with God -a review

O

blate Fr. Ron Rolheiser’s
book, Wrestling with God
seeks to “find hope and
meaning in our daily struggles to be
human.” While the goal expressed
seems elusive and lofty, the text goes a
long way toward doing just that.
Each chapter highlights one of
the various wrestlings that are part and
parcel of the human struggle. wrestling
for self-understanding, wrestling with
our erotic energies, wrestling with fear,
wrestling with the Gospel mandate to
reach out to the poor, wrestling with
faith and doubt,
wrestling with
God, and wrestling for faith
within a complex
culture.
In the
Preface, Rolheiser
carefully positions

each of the seven struggles within the
Christian Tradition: “We’re not a bad
people. In our own intent, we’re sincere, but no ideology carries the wisdom, balance and challenge found
in the great religious traditions, in
the Scriptures, in Jesus, and in what
is best in our churches.
A faith journey without a
road map can lead us to many dead
ends . . . I attempt in this book to
provide a certain compass, a road
map, a GPS, to help us in our search
for not only meaning and faith but
also simply a greater steadiness in
life.”
A road map is certainly what
Rolheiser provides.
Chapter Five, ‘Wrestling with
Faith and Doubt,” was my favorite.
Here, Rolheiser addresses “head on”
the struggle many prayerful people face
in the faith life and in prayer. Taking

Mother
Teresa’s
b i o g ra phy as a
prime example,
Rolheiser
shows
how her
admitted
struggles
in prayer
and dealing with God’s seeming
hiddenness were really God’s way of
purifying her prayer life. In each of the
wrestlings to grow closer to God,
Rolheiser cautions us to get “out of the
way” to make room for God. Not an
easy task to carry out!
This book is typical of
Rolheiser’s ability to present complex
spiritual insights in a way that is easily
grasped by the spiritual novice.
I recommend this book to anyone wrestling to find God with deeper
meaning in one’s life. -Louis Studer, OMI
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Parish honors Fr. Guidon for service

O

n October 20, 2018, the parish community of Our Lady of
Grace in San Antonio, TX celebrated the 80th anniversary of
the dedication of the St. Mary Chapel by Fr. Gerard
Mongeau, OMI. The parish was initially a mission of St. Mary’s in
downtown San Antonio and would be elevated to parish status and
renamed Our Lady of Grace in 1952.
The proximity of Our Lady of Grace to St. Anthony’s High
School assured an Oblate presence even after the Oblates were no
longer administrators of the parish.
The current pastor, Fr. Martin Leopold and his parish council, headed by Mrs. Veronica Escobedo, HOMI, wished to commemorate the anniversary by also celebrating the Oblate roots of the
parish. Thirteen Oblates were present at the celebration, including U.S.
Provincial, Fr. Louis Studer, OMI, and General Councilor for North
America, Fr. Warren Brown, OMI.
During the Eucharist, Fr. Leopold rededicated the Church
altar by placing in it a relic of St. Eugene de Mazenod and a
renovated altar stone. He
assured the parish that in this
way the spirit of the Oblates
would always be present.
At the end of the Eucharistic celebration the parish community surprised Fr.
Pat Guidon, OMI, by renaming the parish office building, which once served as the
Oblate Mission house, the Fr.
Fr. Santucci addressed the congregation

Frs. Martin Leopold and Pat Guidon
ter. Fr. Leopold stated that he could see no
greater way to honor the dedication that Fr. Guidon has had for the parish community.
A celebratory dinner was held after the
Mass, at which Fr. Frank Santucci, OMI, delivered a homily, pointing to the beautiful heritage
of the history of Our Lady of Grace Parish. ;He
emphasized the influence of the Mazenodian
charism reflected in the parish community, describing it as a set of nine stained glass windows,
each representing an individual, from St. Eugene
de Mazenod to Fr. Guidon, who allowed the light
of Christ to shine through and create an array of
beautiful colors-Story: David Munoz; photos: Rich-

Pat Guidon, OMI, Pastoral Cen- ard Hall

F

rom Oct. 3-5, Fr. Hank Lemoncelli, OMI, and
Artie Pingolt were invited by the Conrad N.

Hilton Foundation to be guests at a national conference for its Catholic Sisters’ Initiative at the Hilton

Maya Resort in Long Beach, CA.
Fr. Lemoncelli was invited because of his work
with the Vatican Dicastery for Religious Life; Artie
Pingolt, as president of the Oblate Partnership, which
manages the Mission Project Service, a major grant project
of the Sisters’ Initiative, a ministry of Oblate School of
Theology.
The purpose of national gathering shared the
Hilton Foundation’s strategic priorities for the next few
years, emphasizing increasing the educational and financial capacity of sisters throughout the world, but with
a focus on the United States, Africa, India, Mexico and
Haiti.
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L-r: Artie Pingolt, Sr. Gina Marie Blunck, SND, Director,Conrad N.
Hilton Fund For Sisters; Sr. Jane Wakahiu, LSOSF, Director, Catholic Sisters Initiative; Sr. Nany Kamau, LSOSF, African Sisters Education Collaborative; Fr. Hank Lemoncelli, OMI; Sr. Mary Cecilia
Draru, LSMIG, African Sisters Education Collaborative.

Regional committee
of Brothers meet
by Bro. Richard Cote, OMI

A

meeting of Oblate Brothers
representing the Canada/US
Region met November 10,
2018 at Queen of Apostles Retreat
Center, Mississauga, ON.
As mandated by CROCUS,
this meeting brought together Brothers
representing the following Provinces:
U.S. Bro. Richard Cote; Lacombe,
Bro. Rusty Gardiner; Assumption,
Bro. Grezegorz (Greg) Loska and
Notre Dame du Cap, Bro. Roch
Chalifoux.
The meeting began with brief
introductions. The translation was provided by Bro. Richard and Mrs.
Danielle Brisson, Executive Secretary of CROCUS.

L-R: Bros. Loska, Gardiner, Ratajczak, Ms. Brisson, Bros. Cote, Chalifoux.
Afterwards, Fr. Pawel
Ratajczak, OMI of Assumption Province facilitated the meeting. A questionnaire was distributed beforehand that
contained three headings: The Present
Situation, Formation and the Future.
A list of questions for reflection/discus-

Life of Founder seen from different angle

W

Book review by Fr. Harry Winter, OMI

hen Fr. Frank Santucci,
OMI, spoke on the
Mazenodian Family at our
autumn gatherings in 2018 (see the
video on the OMIUSA website of
Nov. 21), he explained that St. Eugene
no longer belongs just to the Oblates of
Mary Immaculate. He mentioned a
book on the Founder by a layman who
asked for no permission from the
Oblates, and had no
connection with the
Oblates except what
he could find on the
internet.
Intrigued by this
reference, I contacted
Fr. Frank and received
the name of the 25 year old author, Alex
Hey, and ordered a copy of his book,
Eugène de Mazenod: A Saint for
Today from Amazon.com. I found the

short (226 pp) book most readable,
and remarkable for at least two reasons.
First is the way this layman
chose aspects of our Founder to
explain. Since Hey’s parents divorced
when he was three years old, he
presented the Founder’s dealings with
the complexity of divorce in the
Founder’s family. Also his selections
from the Founder’s writings about the
Eucharist, about Mary, and other
subjects, are most inspiring.
Second is the readability of this
book. Any interested layperson will find
St. Eugene a great patron for our times.
I highly recommend this book
for Oblates, first to inspire us again with
our Founder’s life. Secondly, we should
recommend this book to every Oblate
Associate, to all members of the
Mazenodian Family, and any person
interested in spiritual values.

sion were included as bullets to the three
headings.
The Present Situation in:
OMI Lacombe: 7 Brothers (4
active). Ministries: Street Ministry,
Chaplaincy and Funeral Home outreach.
Assumption: 3 Brothers (1
active) in Parochial Ministry.
Notre Dame du Cap: 10
Brothers (1 active), Ministry: Director
of OMI residences in Ottawa.
U.S.: 16 Brothers (7 active) in
various leadership roles.
As to Formation, Brother
candidates should follow the U.S. lead
in having candidates follow the same
theological formation as the scholastics. Formation Directors should also
develop a program of formation leading to technical, professional and pastoral service as mandated by our Constitutions and Rules.
Hope for the future would include as much as possible having a
Brother in Formation Ministry at least
at the Pre-Novitiate level, and participation in Come and See weekends.
Lastly, the brothers were asked
to submit a name to CROCUS to represent the Canada/US Region on the
Standing Committee of Oblate Brothers in Rome.
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The Fall Province
meetings, held in each of the five

Above: Some of the 80 Oblates at the SW meeting.
Below, in the care center, l-r: Ramiro Cortez, Amador Lopez, José Gago,
John Collet and Gerry Brunet; below, right: Mike Levy, Frank Montalbano

major ministry sites of the province, with
good attendance at each of the
meetings.were filled with various reports
and updates.
The leadership team now gives
abbreviated reports of the meeting to
the Oblates in our care centers, many
of whom are unable to attend the regular meetings. This allows them to have
a meaningful exchange with the leadership team as well not having to attend
the entire meeting. (Healthy Oblates:
don’t get any ideas about attending the
abbreviated meeting!) -Fr. Lou Studer,

OMI

In the Pacific area,
clockwise: * David Uribe,
Porfirio Garcia, Lucio
Castillo; * Don Arel, John
Curran, John Ettenson;
*Peter Vasquez, Scott Hill;
*Frank Santucci, Jim Brobst,
Jim Chambers; * Peter
Vasquez; * Carlos Alarcon
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Houston Associates make commitment

Fr. Paulsen, some of the Oblate Associates at one of the Masses

A

t the invitation of Fr. Tim
Paulsen, OMI, pastor of the
Immaculate Heart of Mary
parish in Houston, TX, Fr. Andy
Sensenig, OMI preached the final retreat for 23 Oblate Associate candidates on December 8, 2018.
The formation process for these
candidates, which began in 2016, experienced many starts and stops, especially because of the devastation

A

one received from Fr. Paulsen a small
Oblate Cross, which they were invited
to wear daily. These particular crosses
had been placed by Fr. Paulsen on the
tomb of St. Eugene de Mazenod in the
cathedral of Marseilles, France which
he visited while making the De
Mazenod Experience in Aix en
Provence.
As is their custom, the congregation prayed for vocations, especially
to the Missionary Oblates of Mary Immaculate, at the end of the Masses. –

from an article by Fr. Sensenig on the
Oblate website

which Hurricane Harvey had
brought to the area.
Following the retreat,
the candidates professed an
annual commitment to live the
Oblate charism as an Associate at the end of one of the
weekend Masses, English or
Spanish.
After signing the
commitment certificate, each Frs. Sensenig, Paulsen, two new Associates

t the Fall Belleville meeting:
Clockwise: Will Shaw, Fr. Jim

Brobst, Bro. Pat McGee;
Frs. Mike Hussey, Dale Schlitt, Greg
Cholewa;
Frs. Jim Allen, Harold Fisher, Andy
Knop.
Fr. Juan Gaspar, Sandee Richards.
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End Runs


The Oblate School of Theology hosted the 36th Annual Benefit with the theme “Zambia Mission” on the evening of October 20, at
the Whitley Center. The benefit helps defray costs for some of the programs at OST. It also provides a good opportunity for the attendees to
learn about the U.S. Province mission in Zambia, Africa. Traditional Zambian food was enjoyed by all!


6th Annual International Retreat with Fr. Ron Rolheiser,
OMI: Feb 10– Feb 14, 2019 at Oblate School of Theology. Mysticism
is the best kept secret within our spiritual and ecclesial circles. But,
alongside Scripture, it is a very rich source of insight and revelation from
which to draw guidance for our journey. This retreat will draw on the
lives and insights of a number of classical and contemporary mystics,
Therese of Lisieux, Julian of Norwich, John of the Cross, Ruth Burrows, and
Henri Nouwen, to see what these men and women have to offer us on living a
mystically-driven life. Registration Fee: $600: includes all lectures, sessions,
socials, and meals, but not housing..

Fr. Frank Santucci, OMI, noted that speakers for the January 2019
Mazenodian Family Vocations Congress to be held at the Oblate Retreat Center
in San Antonio will include Fr. Ron Rolheiser, OMI, and Sandy Prather.

On Dec. 7 Fr. Leo Perez, OMI, Associate Director of the National
Missionary Childhood Association (MCA), together with the association’s
representatives presented awards to the 24 winners (from 10,000 entries) of the
annual Christmas Artwork Contest for grade K-8 students from across the United
States. Two Grand Prize Winners also have their artwork made into a Christmas
card to be sent to the Societies’ benefactors and friends worldwide by Fr. Andrew
Small, OMI, National Director of the Pontifical Mission Societies in the U.S.,
parent organization. The MCA was founded in France in 1843 by Bishop
Charles de Forbin Jansin, (a close friend of St. Eugene de Mazenod from
1806 until Forbin Jansin’s death in 1844). cf. article by Fr. Yves Beaudoin, OMI,
at: https://www.omiworld.org/lemma/forbin-janson-charles-de/.

On January 22 and January 23 Oblate School of Theology in San Antonio, TX will present two free lectures, each running from 7:00 PM-9:00 PM. on
the seven groups which, together with the Oblate priests and Brothers, participate in the Mazenodian charism: Honorary Oblates, Oblate Associates, Oblate
Affiliates, Oblate Employees, Oblate Mission Supporters, Oblate Partners, and
Oblate Youth.
Tom Bushlack, Ph.D., associate professor of Theology and Ethics and
Director of the Ashley-O’Rourke Center for Health Ministry Leadership at Aquinas
Institute of Theology (St. Louis, MO) will present on Jan. 22, while Fr. Ron
Rolheiser, OMI will present on Jan. 23. These two lectures will provide an
opportunity to recognize and celebrate the various other vocations that flow
from the spirituality of St. Eugene de Mazenod.

Remember to check out the province’s website
for more information and links to other Oblate
news items.: www.omiusa.org
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2019-International Day
for the unborn

G

od our Creator, we give thanks
to you, who alone have the
power to impart the breath of life
as you form each of us in our
mother's womb; grant, we pray, that
we, whom you have made stewards
of creation, may remain faithful to
this sacred trust and constant in
safeguarding the dignity of every
human life. Through our Lord Jesus
Christ, your Son, who lives and
reigns with you in the unity of the
Holy Spirit, one God, for ever and
ever. Amen
Collect: Day of Prayer for the Legal
Protection of Unborn Children
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